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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. My experience at this
dealership was great. I worked with Christian he was professional, patient, helpful and he made
the entire process easy, definitely recommend. Overall car delivery was not as well as I would
have expected ,salesman was nice ,but no after the sale explanation of features on the car did
not take place. Dealer was great at first. I test drove Honda Odyssey. Everything checked out
until I bought the vehicle. I drove it home and the next morning it had crack in the windshield
that was expanding. The second day I had the van, it had a completely dead battery. Dealer did
offer to replace battery, but I live an hour away. Great experience until after I bought vehicle. Did
not offer to fix windshield. Fast friendly and helped me get a good rate. Great communication
and had everything ready. Highly recommend. Would do business again. Spoke to a gentleman
named Ralph , real nice guy , very professional and knowledgeable but I got a different car.
Great service. Very friendly. They all work together to grt you best deal, best price, the right car
and the best rate. Clean, professional, great atmosphere. Nick went above and beyond to help
me get a deal done. He answers all my questions quickly and was knowledgeable. Dealer was
quick in getting back and outreach was helpful but was looking for something closer to home
which is 40 miles away. These guys are great!! Very quick responses, very informative, and in
close contact throughout a four-day transaction, because i could not make it to their location
until a weekend. No hassle, "no haggle" type setting, similar to Car Max, but with much higher
quality merchandise. Highly rate the experience with DaVinci - - very easy, very quick once I
could go there , and very fair. You will be pleased!! I had a good shopping experience overall. I
little back and forth on negotiation but we got the deal done. Salesperson was very helpful and
responsive in reaching out and answering questions by email as I wanted Comfort and visibility
were at the top of the priority pile for Audi this year, and the A5 now boasts standard 3-zone
climate control as well as xenon plus headlights with LED front running and taillights. A nice
little addition to an already attractive package, but what else should you expect when you
combine German engineering with Italian design? The days of dull design are long behind us,
and while still not the flashiest vehicles patrolling the streetsâ€”make no mistake, this is a good
thingâ€”Audi can currently boast some of the most gracefully understated, with the A5
potentially leading the surge. As the coupe version of the 4-door A4, the A5 can also be enjoyed
topless, although it will come with a bit of a price bump this year. Rumors have circulated about
a new dual-clutch 8-speed in the works, though, so stay tuned. Regardless, all A5 trims get the
same turbocharged, direct-injected 2. The 8-speed Tiptronic will hit 60 in 6. Hardly seems worth
it. The S-Line exterior trim is now standard on the Premium Plus, and that adds to heated front
seats with memory, automatic climate controls, a power trunk and power-folding mirrors. Of
course you can add adaptive cruise, sport seats, a Black Optic package for extra black trim and
inch wheels with a unique rotor design, or the ultimate add-on: Audi Drive Select, for adjustable
suspension, steering, transmission and throttle settings. The A5 is already one of the
best-handling coupes on the road, helped by a couple of smart suspensions and an engine
placement that provides an advantage in weight distribution. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Audi A5
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Audi Dealer. Private Seller: James. CarGurus
Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Audi A5 2. The Audi A5 lineup consists of Coupe and
Cabriolet versions, as well as high-performance S5 variants, and it uses many components
shared with the Audi A4 sedans. The A5 includes some of the best looking and most practical
two-door cars built so far in the 21st century. While its form and design cues are often imitated,
it's easy to understand why. It remains a striking piece of modern car design, hinting at
muscular performance without blaring it from the rooftops. The big grille is a big miss, but
otherwise it's a subtle machine. The cockpit falls right in lockstep, with tiny toggles and
switches outlined in metallic trim and organized in the way you'd expect, and muted by swaths
of leather and wood and aluminum. The A5 is Audi's boulevard cruiser. Both the hardtop and
the convertible get power from a hp turbo Cabriolets come in a lease-ready model with
front-wheel drive and a CVT, a combination we'd avoid. All other models come with all-wheel
drive; coupes offer a choice of a 6-speed manual or 8-speed automatic, while AWD convertibles
only get the automatic. Both the manual and automatic transmissions pair nicely with the strong

low-end torque of the turbo That said, we'd still make a beeline for the S5 coupe and
convertible. A supercharged V-6 with hp sits under their hoods, coupled to a 7-speed
dual-clutch or a 6-speed manual. Then there's the RS 5, the sole car in this family to hang on to
its hot, ripe hp V From the base model on up, the A5 has blessedly simple road manners, so
long as you can avoid Drive Select. It's a toggle switch that remaps the programming for the
car's throttle uptake, shift patterns, and steering response, and we think Audi's stock setup
does a better job that the confusing multi-mode selector. We would pay up for the optional sport
suspension on the A5 coupe, which delivers crisper steering feel without much of a step back in
ride quality. Think of the A5 as a two-seater with a sunroom and you'll appreciate for what it
does best. Front-seat passengers get comfortable and well-padded seats in the A5, while S5 and
RS 5 buckets plump themselves up with lots of extra bolsters. There's ample shoulder and leg
room, though headroom is slighted in Coupes by the available sunroof. The back seats aren't
really seats if you're more than five feet tall; they're worse on convertibles, where the fold-away
top takes up some of the space formerly allocated to people. The rear seatbacks fold down to
make the relatively big trunk even more useful. No crash-test data has been published, but the
A5 family gets rear parking sensors and a rearview camera, while Cabrio convertibles have
pop-up roll protection. All A5s get standard power locks, mirrors, and windows; leather;
Bluetooth; and satellite radio. Cabriolets have a thickly lined power-folding top. Audi's
infotainment system might not be a lot simpler to use than those on its rivals, but it does offer
Google Earth maps that look good enough to follow anywhere. With elegant, understated styling
and interior to match, the Audi A5 still is one of most handsome luxury coupes on the market
today. The A5 has a businesslike cockpit, warmed up with generous helpings of wood or
aluminum, leather or suede. It's an understated delight, luxurious without appearing as if it's
having too much fun. The trim comes from the high-priced bins, even the scratch-magnet piano
black, and Audi draws thin metallic rings around the myriad black toggles and buttons. Good
thing; otherwise they'd be identify at a glance. The rear quarters have a muscular stance, the
profile is athletic and lean. Where it all gets undercut is at the front, where Audi's huge grille
proves a poor fit for a car with this graceful presence. Audi lets loose of the leash with the S5. It
wears aero add-ons and gets a cabin trimmed with brushed-metal accents. The RS 5 takes
things even further with LED lighting, a mesh grille, a retracting rear spoiler, and a cabin
washed over with carbon-fiber and Nappa leather. The Audi A5 lineup runs everywhere from
zippy and efficient to all-out fast, depending on which model you'd like-and how much you can
afford. In simplest terms, you can choose from the four-cylinder A5, the supercharged
six-cylinder S5, or the Vpowered RS5. At the pinnacle of the lineup is the RS5. A potent, throaty
V-8 displacing 4. The RS 5 can drop mph times of 4. It's on a lofty par with the M3 and C
Stocking its hardware bin are a sport rear differential for side-to-side torque splits; inch wheels;
and Drive Select, which controls steering, throttle, and transmission modes but not damping,
since the RS 5 has a steel suspension, not adaptive shocks. Carbon-ceramic brakes can haul it
down from those triple-digit speeds and make it track-worthy. The middle rung in the lineup is
taken up by the S5. It's powered by a hp supercharged V-6 with lb-ft of torque. Zero-to mph
times of 5. The S5 gets a stiffer tune to its suspension and stouter brakes, as well as a
lightning-fast 7-speed dual-clutch transmission and all-wheel drive, summer tires and inch
wheels. On the S5's AWD system, Audi splits torque at a fixed split, while the torque-vectoring
sport rear differential improves traction across the rear end. The power steering is sharper than
in the base cars, but it's still numb compared to the vivid drivetrain and the stiff, occasionally
harsh ride. Now rated at hp, it's a good match for the compact A5, given its strong lower-end
grunt and perky nature. It's not high performance, but its lb-ft of torque give it great punch
around town, and crisp throttle uptake is a part of that equation-as is some buzzy rasp at the top
of the powerband. Transmissions vary by model. Base front-drive convertibles have a CVT
that's best avoided. All-wheel-drive convertible A5s come with an 8-speed automatic with quick
and clean gearchanges. That transmission comes on the coupe, though there's also a choice
for a 6-speed manual that shifts better than most VW Group manuals. The quickest of the
different A5 cars hits 60 mph in 6. It's not the CVT Cabriolet; that takes 7. With the A5, Audi
tunes the suspension and drive systems for a relaxed, low-effort affair. Or, they leave it up to
the driver when Drive Select is ordered. It's a selectable-mode system that adjusts shift
patterns, throttle uptake, suspension stiffness, and steering speed and weight at the flick of a
button. We'd pass on it in favor of an A5 with the available S line sport suspension, which
doesn't tweak the ride too much. Riding in the front of the Audi A5 gives passengers the best
insight into why the car's lasted so long on the market. Riding in the backseat reminds them of
why Uber was invented. The front seats have all the room, the back seats very little of it. No
matter which A5 you're in, the materials and fit and finish are top-notch. Leather mates up to
wood and aluminum and plastic in a masterful way. More expensive models like the RS 5 get

stainless-steel trim and carbon-fiber add-ons. The base front seats are a perfect example of not
dumbing down price-conscious models. They're padded thickly, with just enough bolstering to
make long-distance drives a no-brainer. In more sporty offerings, the bolsters get firmer and
thicker, the seats more deeply pocketed for spirited driving. No matter which model, leather
covers the seats, but RS 5 leather is of the Nappa variety, with sueded cloth trim. In the front,
leg and head room are ample for most builds, though the panoramic sunroof on the options list
should be avoided by tall drivers. The back seat doesn't deliver much more than it has to. Yes,
there are sculpted spots on either side of the driveline tunnel. Are those spots made for
medium-sized adults? Not so much. It's even more compromised in Cabriolets, which trim out
more shoulder and trunk room to house the power-operated top. At least the seat backs fold
down, opening up more space from the A5's relatively large trunk. Treat it like a two-seater with
lots of luggage room, and the A5 doesn't disappoint. However, a long list of standard and
available safety equipment earns it high marks in our book. All A5 cars have good forward
vision, but to the rear it's more or less a disaster. Coupes have thick roof pillars, and
convertibles even thicker convertible-roof panels. The optional rearview camera and parking
sensors should be standard, given the car's price and mission and vision issues. On the tech
front the A5 can be fitted with blind-spot monitors, adaptive cruise control, and a lane-departure
warning system. The Audi A5 moves into the new year without any major changes. It remains
one the best-equipped cars in its class, especially when you consider its audio and mapping
systems. For the digitally concerned, Audi's excellent MMI Multi-Media Interface is standard on
the A5 range, bringing with it a rotary controller and center-mounted display that gives access
to audio, entertainment, and more. The MMI system requires a little time and trial to learn, but
once you're familiar with it, MMI can be a quick and intuitive interface. Improvements to the
control interface last year including a few new hard-wired buttons near the control knob have
made MMI even easier to use. Audi Connect requires a monthly subscription for the 3G data, but
enables features like Google Local search, real-time traffic and weather updates, and much
more. The screen, and the maps, when Audi Connect and Google Earth mapping are combined,
are truly impressive. It's one of the most beautiful, high-resolution systems available. Optional
extras for base cars include Bluetooth and iPod connectivity--an unusual choice for a modern,
high-tech luxury car. Cabriolet A5s get a standard power-folding soft top with glass rear window
and electric defogger. The top opens and closes in less than 20 seconds, while the fabric
construction saves considerable weight over a folding hard top. Stepping up the range to the S5
and RS5 brings extra standard equipment, including heated front seats, inch wheels, xenon
headlights, Bluetooth and iPod connectivity, and an upgraded body kit on S5 Coupe and
Cabriolet models. The RS5 Coupe and Cabriolet add to the list with a retractable rear spoiler, a
choice of unique interior trims, sport seats, parking sensors, and a flat-bottomed steering with
shift paddles. While you can choose speed over fuel economy in the S5 and RS5 versions, the
base Audi A5 is one of the most fuel-efficient models in its class. However, we don't get the
diesel models Stateside. The RS5's horsepower output requires even more fuel, bringing it
down to 16 mpg city, 23 mpg highway, and 18 mpg combined. The base turbo four-cylinder in
A5 models varies quite a bit with choice of transmission and front- or all-wheel drive. The
front-drive Cabriolet earns the best gas mileage in the range, at 24 mpg city, 32 mpg highway,
and 27 mpg combined. Next is the A5 coupe with quattro all-wheel drive and a six-speed manual
transmission at 24 mpg city, 32 mpg highway, and 26 mpg combined--nearly identical, but for
the slightly lower combined rating. Opting for either the A5 Cabriolet with quattro all-wheel drive
or the A5 quattro Coupe, when equipped with the automatic transmission yields the same
result: 20 mpg city, 29 mpg highway, and 24 mpg combined. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen
Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By
Make. New A3 A4 A5 A6. A7 A8 E-Tron Q3. Q5 Q7 Q8 R8. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews
Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Smoothly executed, from powertrain to power top Your choice of
gearboxes Four seats for four adults Handsomely drawn and detailed Performance by alphabet:
A, S, R. Dislikes Rear seat in convertibles is slight CVT? No, thanks Trunk room isn't vast.
Buying tip Pick the RS5, if you can, and then simply choose whether you'd like a fixed roof or an
extra dose of vitamin D. The Audi A5 coupe and convertible are sleek and supple, but make the
most sense in their S and RS guises. The cockpit falls right in lockstep, with tiny toggles and
switches outlined in metallic trim and organized in the way you'd expect, and muted by swaths
of leather and wood and aluminum The A5 is Audi's boulevard cruiser. Review continues below.
Used Audi A5 for sale near change location. Continue Reading. The Car Connection Consumer
Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle
you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. June 17, Overall Rating.
Was this review helpful to you? Browse Used Listings in your area 8. Rating breakdown on a
scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Audi A5 against the competition. Used Audi A5 cars. Used BMW

4-Series cars. Used Lexus IS cars. Used Mercedes-Benz C Class cars. All Rights Reserved.
Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Elegant exterior styling and a
well-crafted interior are the big draws for the A5. The convertible version is lovely and offers
some clever features. Both coupe and convertible are rewarding to drive and feel solid. The
Audi A5's agile handling also makes it fun to drive. Ride quality is firm, yet absorbent and
steady. The turbocharged four-cylinder engine is amply powerful, but when stretched it can
sound a bit raspy and unbefitting of the image of the car. The S5 comes with a punchy,
effortless and invigorating supercharged V6. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on
the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership.
The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on
our latest subscriber survey of Audi A5 owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Repair place said an ignited
was the problem. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. I live on the Coast, and the navigation system would show me in the Gulf of
Mexico frequently". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. When I brought the car in for the recall".
They evacuated and recharged the system and noted that if it continues to happen bring it back
and they would search for the cause again". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Required complete replacement. Covered by
warranty". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Disconnected mfg extended warranty to 8 years for rurbo". Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Every
setting and function requires, multiple selections, which distracts the driver from paying
attention to the road, This is a safety concern. Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water
pump, thermostat, overheating. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Reactivate now
to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Audi A5 Change Vehicle. There are 3 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the

vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side and head protection air bags standard. Drive
Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. I live on the Coast, and the navigation system would show me in the Gulf of Mexico
frequently" David K. Automatic climate control "Indoor circulation malfunctioned and stopped,
when activated, air coming into the vehicle" Anonymous, MA Audi A5 2. When I brought the car
in for the recall" John B. They evacuated and recharged the system and noted that if it
continues to happen bring it back and they would search for the cause again" John B. Loose
exterior trim or moldings "trim around rear passenger side window did not fit correctly from
factory. Turbo or supercharger "Safety recall on after cooler. Disconnected mfg extended
warranty to 8 years for rurbo" Mark W. Rough shifting "sloppy shifting, asked the dealer and
they said working as designed, which I doubt. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Dealer
service failed to fully fill transmission fluid, trans overheated and factory rep sail it needed new
transmission" Anonymous, TN Audi A5 S5 3. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. With its
pleasant driving demeanor, inviting cabin and sophisticated style, the Audi A5 is worthy of your
attention. People buy sedans because they're practical, but a coupe tends to be an emotional
purchase. And a convertible, well, that says, "I like the wind in my hair and just might veer off
my commute and head to the beach for the day. Blessed with sure-footed all-wheel drive, a
refined ride, elegant style and advanced technology, this German two-door impresses in almost
every way. While the mandatory four-cylinder engine is a little underpowered for this class, the
A5 really isn't that much slower than its six-cylinder rivals at legal speeds. If you keep a lid on
your enthusiasm, you can expect fuel economy in the mid 20s, too, which is laudable for an
all-wheel-drive luxury car. What's more, the A5 coupe is still available with a manual
transmission, in case you're the sort who finds satisfaction in executing the perfect shift by
yourself. As for the A5 convertible , it bucks the trend of folding-hardtop convertibles with a
fabric soft top. Granted, you don't get the extra security of a hardtop, but the A5's soft top
doesn't gobble up as much trunk space, affording more room for a weekend's worth of gear. If
you're shopping for a luxury coupe or convertible, you're no doubt aware of the wealth of
choices available. On the American front, the new Cadillac ATS coupe delivers comparable style
and performance, and a dark horse candidate is the bargain-priced Ford Mustang , which is
easily the most civilized Mustang yet. But the A5 earned an Edmunds "A" rating for a reason, as
it continues to measure up well with its thoughtfully calibrated blend of luxury, beauty and
athleticism. The four-passenger Audi A5 is offered in coupe and convertible body styles. The

latter features a power-operated soft top and a wind blocker. There are three trim levels:
Premium, Premium Plus and Prestige. The base A5 Premium comes well-equipped with
standard inch alloy wheels, a tilt-only sunroof coupe only , automatic xenon headlights, LED
running lights and taillights, foglights, automatic wipers, tri-zone automatic climate control,
leather upholstery, eight-way power front seats with four-way driver lumbar support ,
split-folding rear seatbacks, a monochromatic driver information display, Bluetooth phone
connectivity, a dash-mounted MMI electronics interface with a 6. The Premium Plus adds an S
line trim package bumpers, side-sill blades, fender badges and doorsill inserts , auto-dimming
mirrors, keyless entry and ignition, heated front seats optional on Premium and driver memory
functions. A5 options are mainly grouped into packages. The Premium Plus instead offers the
full Technology package as an option. Available only on the Prestige are the Audi Exclusive
Line Interior package contrast piping and stitching, upgraded two-tone leather upholstery and
piano black inlays and the Driver Assist package adaptive cruise control, adaptive steering and
the Drive Select system, which provides driver control over steering, throttle and automatic
transmission calibrations. Offered on both Premium Plus and Prestige are a trio of sport-themed
bundles. The Sport package includes Drive Select see above , a sport-tuned suspension, front
sport seats and for the automatic shift paddles. The Sport Plus package requires the Sport
package and adds special inch wheels with summer tires, a sport steering wheel and for the
coupe gloss black trim and a black cloth headliner. The S line Competition package coupe only
requires the Sport Plus package and adds more black exterior trim including mirror housings
and side-sill blades , leather and synthetic suede upholstery, piano black inlays and for the
manual an aluminum shift knob. Finally, Cabriolet models in Premium Plus or Prestige trim are
eligible for a Comfort package that adds a neck-level heating system, upgraded leather
upholstery and ventilated front seats with power lumbar. The all-wheel-drive Audi A5 is
motivated by a turbocharged 2. A six-speed manual transmission is standard on the coupe,
while an eight-speed automatic is optional there and mandatory for the convertible. In Edmunds
testing, an A5 with the manual transmission launched from zero to 60 mph in 6. Standard safety
features for the Audi A5 include antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front-seat
side and knee airbags and for the coupe full-length side curtain airbags. A blind-spot
monitoring system is standard for the Prestige trim and optional on Premium Plus. The Prestige
trim is available with adaptive cruise control that includes a collision mitigation system with
forward collision alert and automatic low-speed braking. In simulated panic stops from 60 mph
at our test facility, an A5 coupe with the inch wheels and summer tires needed just feet to come
to a standstill. This is an excellent performance, though most luxury coupes with summer tires
post similar distances. Though it's not a sports car, the Audi A5 has a taut, crisp feel on the
road, combining impressive body control and a pleasant ride quality with trusty year-round
traction from the all-wheel-drive system. The sport suspension feels tighter still, though it lacks
the trick torque-vectoring "sport differential" available on fancier Audis. Notably, ride comfort
remains satisfactory even with the sport suspension in place. Although it doesn't offer the
speed or sound of rival six-cylinder engines, the A5's turbocharged four-cylinder engine
provides respectable acceleration and above-average real-world fuel economy. Its power deficit
only really disappoints at speeds you shouldn't be reaching on public roads anyway. Of course,
there are two spicier flavors of this car -- the S5 and RS 5 -- that are downright thrilling when
you plant your right foot. If that's what you're after, there are more thrills available at the A5's
price point, too, though they likely won't come with the same sophistication. As is the case with
nearly all Audis, the Audi A5's interior receives high marks for its understated design and
top-notch materials. Actual functionality can be hit and miss, however. Performing basic tasks
with the standard dash-mounted MMI controller requires a few extra steps compared to the
upgraded MMI "high" interface that comes with the optional navigation system. The latter
benefits from simplified menus, a slightly larger display screen and a more ergonomic
controller mounted between the front seats. The comfort of the front seats is quite good for long
road trips, but the A5's standard seats lack the type of lateral support that more spirited driving
demands. Thankfully, the optional sport seats remedy this problem with their robust side
bolsters and extensive adjustability. Unfortunately, there's no fix for the rear seats, as the lack
of headroom makes them suitable only for smaller passengers. Those who choose the Audi A5
convertible will certainly appreciate the power-operated soft top's efficient operation -- it
requires a tidy 15 seconds to raise and 17 seconds to lower. With the tight-fitting, multilayer top
in place, the interior is so well insulated that you may forget you're driving a convertible. Even
better, the al fresco driving experience doesn't come at the expense of much trunk space.
Thanks to the use of a fabric top instead of a more elaborate hardtop, the convertible trunk can
still accommodate Both body styles feature folding rear seatbacks for added convenience. The
Used Audi A5 Convertible is offered in the following styles: 2. Doing so could save you

hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Audi A5
Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Audi
lease specials Check out Audi A5 lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Limited rear
headroom compromised control layout without navigation Bluetooth audio isn't standard
unremarkable acceleration. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the A5 for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to
know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The A5 Cabriolet's
continuously variable transmission CVT and front-wheel-drive layout have been discontinued,
so all-wheel drive is now standard on every A5. Xenon headlights and LED running lights and
taillights are also standard on all models. Additionally, navigation is now available on the base
A5 Premium, and the Prestige's S line exterior kit is newly standard on Premium Plus. Read
more. Write a review See all 11 reviews. Fun in the summer, outstanding in snow if not too deep.
This our second one. The experiences excessive turbo lag. Dealer denies it's an issue. You get
everything for the price. See all 11 reviews of the Used Audi A5 Convertible. Write a review.
Sponsored cars related to the A5. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing
Details. Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent, pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle
pricing policy you can be sure you're getting the best deal possible already discounted and
thousands below market value. Buying a car from us is easy. You can purchase the vehicle by
paying cash or let our experienced business managers get you the best rate through our
lending partners. We make these banks compete for you! Give us a call to see if we are
partnered with your lender. Visit our website for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for
considering Auto Boutique for your next vehicle purchase. Description: Used Audi A5 2. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Thank you for visiting another one of Mercedes-Benz of Stevens
Creek's online listings! Please continue for more information on this Audi A5 Premium Plus with
83,mi. Indulge yourself with one of the most highly crafted, most luxurious automobiles
available today. The Audi A5 Premium Plus is economically and environmentally smart. Audi
clearly delivers on its promise to provide a fuel-efficient vehicle that has the great qualities you
need in a vehicle. When the Audi A5 Premium Plus was created, it was automatically enhanced
by having the performance ability of all wheel drive. Not only will you notice improved steering
and superior acceleration, but you can also rest easy knowing that your vehicle comes standard
with increased stability and safety. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for
AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Audi
A5. Marked by excellent quality and features with unmistakable refined leather interior that
added value and class to the Audi A5 Premium Plus. While the powertrains and some of the
performance hardware are different among the three models, much of the same features are
carried over and they have essentially the same seating space and design, though coupes have
seating for five while cabriolets can seat four. In S5 form, it offers one of the best compromises
between ride, comfort and performance of any of these models, while the RS5 takes
performance coupes to a new level, with 0 to 60 mph in just 4. With the Audi Connect system
and revised MMI controller and its live Google Earth maps, it has one of the best and
best-looking infotainment systems. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get
pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. Some fees
are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store.
Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is
updated every 24 hours. No further work was needed at this time. Give us a call to confirm
availability and to schedule a no obligation test drive! Visit us at ONLY 11, Miles! As a part of
the Fortune ranked Lithia Motors, Inc. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine

configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Every vehicle is subject to our extensive pre-sale inspection and service. All prices
are plus government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer document preparation
charge and any emissions testing charge. All Inventory listed is subject to prior sale. While
every effort has been made to ensure accurate data, the vehicle listings within this web site may
not reflect all vehicle items. Web site pricing does not include any options that have been
installed at the dealership. Vehicles shown may be in transit or currently in production. Some
vehicle images shown are stock photos and may not reflect exact specification. Not responsible
for pricing or typographical errors. Please Email us for more info: mike marinmazda. Recent
Arrival! All vehicles are available on a 1st come 1st serve basis, no vehicles will be held. Call
Derrick or Matt to answer any questions and schedule a test drive today So it is easy to make an
educated, hassle -free purchase from us. Many of our competitors add freight, reconditioning or
certification fees to their price quotes. Your WOW price has no hidden charges. Just add tags,
taxes and processing fee. You may also check for open recalls at That's why we never charge
last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get
the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get
your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to
keep you safe. We work with various partners to recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our
reconditioning partners perform the same point inspection and apply the same standards as
Carvana does at our own facilities. NOTE: This vehicle must be ordered from one of our
partners and is not currently in Carvana's possession. Certified by our point safety inspection!
We do the service work up front, not after you have seen the vehicle! Buy this Audi 2. Give us a
call at or visit Trade Ins are welcome. We finance for all credit types! During these times we are
offering home delivery and a touchless experience for our customers. Buy and test drive from
your home. Complete your buying process from home. No payments for 90 days for qualifying
customers see stores for complete details. We strive to provide the best touchless white glove
possible experience to our customers. For phenomenal customer service before, during, and
after the sale. Call us or online Excellent Condition. See how easy car shopping can be. Visit our
web site at Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type
Hatchback Coupe Convertible Trim Premium Plus quattro 2. Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall
Consumer R
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ating. I've owned the car for about three months now. I traded in a 6 year Acura TL which I
loved. I was a little worried about going from a 6 cylinder to a 4 cylinder. I as worried for no
reason. I'm completely happy with the torque of the 4 cylinder turbo. And the engine is quieter
and smoother than my Acura's 6 cylinder. The A5 has a great balance of sporty and fun or
comfortable and smooth. For a similar price to a BMW 3 series I get real leather interior. I just
couldn't force myself to spend 40, on a car that didn't have leather. I've only found a few
frustrating things. I was surprised to find out that I can play music through the Bluetooth. And
the cup holder holds one and a half cups. The half I have no idea what you could put in it. The
stereo and entertainment system is not as intuitive as it should be. And the visor doesn't slide
or extend out to block the sun fully. I feel like this was a great purchase and have been very
happy with this car! Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

